
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a statistical analyst. Thank you
in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for statistical analyst

Build predictive statistical models
Use your advanced data analytics skills, to mine our Integrated Data
Warehouse and analyze our customer behavior across channels, products,
and a variety of alternate cohorts
You will build hypothesis, and then spend your days and mind power working
as hard to disprove them as to prove them
Your hard work will pay off as you build an arsenal of new knowledge that you
impart to your peers and leaders across the company
You will support our strategy development by leading us in new directions by
delivering analytical insights and implications through the customer lens
Help us build out our strategic framework to deliver advanced analytical and
data mining solutions to understand key business behaviors such as customer
acquisition, cross-sell, member retention, lifetime value, channel preferences,
member loyalty, and shopping behavior
You will partner with cross-functional leaders to leverage customer
intelligence to drive and optimize marketing programs, and online and in-
store experiences
You will engage and influence executives & leaders with strategic
recommendations based on customer analytics
Ensures that productivity, quality and timeliness of all projects are
accomplished in accordance with agreed-upon timelines
Assist psychometrician in reviewing data entry specification, variable names,
and table mockup, in drafting data analysis specification
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At the minimum must have a Master’s Degree in a quantitative discipline
Masters degree or higher in Statistics or similar quantitative field of study
(Math, Economics, Financial Engineering, Physics, Chemical Engineering,
Industrial Engineering, Operations Research)
Proficiency in English written and verbal communication
Expert quantitative skills, including data analysis using spreadsheets and
statistical packages
Very effective communication skills, both spoken and written
Track record of working successfully both independently and with a team


